REDBOX TV MEDIA
creative media for the classroom
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Redbox Education

Green Screen
Studio Package
Green screen technology really does bring the curriculum to life
The Panoramic Chromakey Green background is
our widest (upto 4m), crease free textile surface, it
features a collapsible three panel aluminium
framework, creating a useful self-supporting
wraparound structure.

The iPad teleprompters simple software and bluetooth
remote allows users to produce professional results,
special 60/40 Glass allows the presenter to read the script
and the camera to see the subject, strong and rigid
prompter rig fixes securely to any tripod.

The fabric cover clips to the framework and is also
available in Black and White. The Panoramic
background is ideal for shooting larger groups on
location, perfect the classroom, school hall, studio
and event photography.

The studio microphone kit includes the broadcast
standard NTG2 shotgun mic, deadcat, pistol grip and
professional boom pole for keeping the mic out of shot.
A studio mic stand and both short and long XLR leads are
also included for better audio recording.

Three LED studio lights will be included for
lighting both the background and the talent.
These are equivalent of 600w each but only use
36w each and can be run on batteries for ultimate
portability.
They each come with a professional studio light
stand that’s both sturdy and adjustable for any
given situation. The lights are dimmable and
include barn door for focusing the light exactly
where you want (and don’t want) it.

The all-important clapper board and directors chair are
bundled with the studio package and the entire studio
packs down into a strong and secure road trunk for
storage/transportation.

The studio package also has a professional fluid
head tripod and dolly with quick adapter plate
for the video camera. These tripds have quick
release legs, and multi-tilt and pan head for great
results and comes with rugged a tripod bag.

Total Package £3780.00
All prices subject to VAT

For more information visit
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